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Executive Summary
Statement of Finding
The Federal highway Administration (FHWA) and the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
find that the transportation planning process substantially meets Federal requirements and jointly
certify the planning process. Listed below are the (6) noteworthy practices and (8)
recommendations that were identified in the review.
Purpose
Pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 134(i)(5) and 49 U.S.C. 1607, the FHWA and FTA are required to jointly
review and evaluate the transportation planning process for urbanized areas over 200,000
population at least every four years. According to the 2010 Census, the Charlotte Regional
Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO) has a population of 1,249,442 and therefore is
subject to a certification review.
Methodology
The review consisted of a desk review, a public comment session conducted on December 15,
2015, and an on-site review that was conducted on December 15 and 16, 2015. In addition to the
formal review, routine oversight, such as attendance at meetings, day-to-day interactions, review
of work products, and working with the MPO on past certification review recommendations and
corrective actions provide a major source of information upon which to base the certification
findings. After the on-site review is completed, a report is written to document the findings.

Noteworthy Practices
1
2

We commend the MPO for establishing committees to review, develop, and monitor
UPWP activities.
The CRTPO is commended for its extensive EJ mapping efforts.

4

3

4
5
6

Qualitatively, the CRTPO has done a good job of addressing EJ through its various
outreach efforts and engagement strategies as described in its “Public Involvement Plan:
Title VI Expansion” document.
The MPO has also done an excellent job providing general educational information on
their website regarding environmental justice.
The MPO is commended for looking at ways to improve upon their planning efforts with
the use of CommunityViz software and for looking at this from a regional perspective.
The CRTPO is to be commended for their work with the transportation conformity
process. They are always present and engaged at the interagency consultation meetings.

Recommendations
1

2
3

4
5

6

7

8

It is recommended that the MPO use the NCDOT’s environmental integration protocol
for future consultation events. Ms. Barren agreed to send them the link.
Response:
FHWA provided the link to the MPO on December 17, 2015.
It is recommended that all local planning agreements be completed by July 1, 2016.
It is recommended that the MPO consider implementing a citizen’s advisory committee
or to use more focus groups to engage more citizens and obtain better feedback from the
public throughout the planning process.
It is recommended that the MPO review, and seek public comment, update, and make
necessary adjustments to the public involvement plan by October 1, 2016.
Based on the 2012 Certification Review and this review it is highly recommended that
the MPO evaluate its’ staffing needs, and consider hiring/expanding staffing to manage
their public outreach efforts.
It is recommended that the MPO also develop other quantitative analyses and measures to
ensure a more comprehensive assessment of equity. Examples of other types of measures
include accessibility, mobility, congestion, safety, etc.
It is recommended that the MPO review the amendment and modification process
requirements of NCDOT and their own process and consider modifications to better align
the two processes.
It is recommended that CRTPO continue working to meet their task deadlines associated
with the 2045 MTP update and associated transportation conformity process work.
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Introduction
Purpose
Pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 134(i)(5) and 49 U.S.C. 1607, the FHWA and FTA are required to jointly
review and evaluate the transportation planning process for urbanized areas over 200,000
population at least every four years. The Certification Review process helps to ensure that the
planning requirements of 23 U.S.C. 134 and 49 U.S.C. 5303 are being satisfactorily achieved and
that Federally funded highway and transit projects resulting from that process can be
implemented. According to the 2010 Census, the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning
Organization (CRTPO) had a population of approximately 1,249,442 and therefor is subject to a
certification review.
Scope
The federally required transportation planning certification review is an assessment of the
transportation planning processes and products conducted by all partners charged with
continually, cooperatively and comprehensively (3C) carrying out the transportation planning
process required in 23 U.S.C. 134 and 49 U.S.C. 5303 on a daily basis and how they meet the
Federal requirements.
Partners in the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO) process
include voting members from: Iredell, Mecklenburg, and Union counties; the cities of Charlotte,
Monroe, and Statesville; the towns of Cornelius, Davidson, Fairview, Huntersville, Indian Trail,
Marshville, Marvin, Matthews, Mineral Springs, Mint Hill, Mooresville, Pineville, Stallings,
Troutman, Waxhaw, Weddington, Wesley Chapel, and Wingate; the Metropolitan Transit
Commission, the North Carolina Board of Transportation (NCBOT - Divisions 10 & 12); and
non-voting members representing: the Charlotte Mecklenburg Planning Commission; the Union
County Planning Board; the North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA) and the Federal
Highway Administration (FHWA) .
Methodology
The review consisted of a desk review, a public comment period, and a public meeting
conducted on December 15, 2015, and an on-site review that was conducted December 15 and
16, 2015. In addition to the formal review, routine oversight such as attendance at meetings,
day-to-day interactions, review of work products, and working with the MPO on past
certification review recommendations and corrective actions provide a major source of
information upon which to base the certification findings. After the on-site review is completed,
a report is written to document the findings.
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Certification Report
For each topic reviewed at the on-site review, this report will document the regulatory basis,
current status, and findings.
Regulatory Basis – Defines where information regarding each planning topic can be
found in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) and/or the United States Code (USC) –
the “Planning Regulations” and the background information on the planning topic.
Current Status – Defines what the Transportation Management Area (TMA) is currently
doing in regards to each planning topic.
Findings – Statements of fact that define the condition found during the review, which
provide the primary basis for determining the corrective actions, recommendations,
and/or noteworthy practices, if any, for each planning topic. Because many planning
topics are interlinked, but may have been reviewed as separate topics, some findings may
reference other documents or requirements than the one being covered. Findings of the
planning process include:
Noteworthy Practice – Is a process or practice that demonstrates innovative, highly
effective, well-thought out procedures for implementing the planning requirements.
Elements addressing items that have frequently posed problems nationwide could be
cited as noteworthy practices. Also, significant improvement and/or resolution of past
findings may warrant a noteworthy practice.
Recommendation – Addresses technical improvements to processes and procedures that
while somewhat less substantial and not regulatory, are nevertheless significant enough
that FHWA and FTA are hopeful that State and local officials will take action. The
expected outcome is change that would improve the process, though there is no Federal
mandate, and failure to respond could, but will not necessarily result in a more restrictive
certification.
Corrective Action – Includes a serious situation that fails to meet one or more
requirements of the transportation planning statute and regulations, thus seriously
impacting the outcome of the overall process. The expected outcome is change that
brings the metropolitan planning process into compliance with a planning statute or
regulation; failure to respond will likely result in a more restrictive certification.
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Findings
I. General Comments – CRTPO Staff /MPO Members
During the review, CRTPO staff and the staff of its member jurisdictions were invited to share
their opinions regarding the challenges and successes of delivering the Metropolitan
Transportation Planning Program as well as their outlook for delivering the Program into the
future. The following comments were offered by Mr. Michael Johnson CRTPO member from
the City of Statesville:
•
•

•

•
•

He was surprised and pleased to learn of the CRTPO Board’s cooperativeness and
concern for the entire planning region.
He doesn’t believe there is anything wrong with the current MPO voting structure. It was
decided upon by all the Board members. The City of Charlotte pays for most of the
matching funds because they have the largest population. The current MOU gives every
community a seat and a voice that is heard at the table.
NCDOT’s Strategic Transportation Initiative (STI) has merit but the corridor cap needs to
be removed. For example, the cost of an Interstate project, or even a small project, would
cost more that the CAP. STI is also not very efficient.
The NCDOT should look at the efficiencies of implementation rather than having a
municipality break a project into pieces in order to get it funded.
He asked that these comments be shared with NCDOT and with the NC Legislature.
o The report will be shared with NCDOT.

II. Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) /Self-Certification
Regulations: 23 CFR 450.308 and 23 CFR 420.111: sets forth requirements for each MPO, in
cooperation with the State and public transportation operator, to develop a Unified Planning
Work Program (UPWP) that documents planning activities, products, funding, roles and
responsibilities, and a timeline for the completion of each activity.
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.334: No later than 90 calendar days following the end of the program
year, the State, public transportation operator(s), and the MPO shall cooperatively develop and
publish a listing of projects (including investments in pedestrian walkways and bicycle
transportation facilities) for which funds under 23 U.S.C. or 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53 were obligated
in the preceding program year.
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Current Status
CRPTO develops its Unified Planning Work Program (UPWP) annually. In recent years,
developing the annual work program has been challenging because of the uncertainty in the
amount of Federal funds they would receive, and when those funds would be available for
programming. The MPO works with NCDOT to develop the UPWP with the best information
available. Most of the PL funds allocated are being spent and the MPO is waiting to see what
their funding level will be based on the FAST Act. NCDOT and the MPOs mutually agreed on
the PL distribution formula for the state. The UPWP contains only federally eligible work tasks,
and all federal funds are matched with local dollars. Funds are seldom moved from one task to
another, and few amendments are made to the document.
A two-tiered approach is used to develop the UPWP, which includes reviewing outstanding
MPO work products. Selected projects and all work products are aligned with the goals and
objectives of the MTP. Core activities are prioritized first.
The TCC and MPO are updated frequently and all activities are presented to the voting bodies
for review and open discussion. Other local governments are involved in development of the
UPWP. Weekly staff meetings are held where items such as this can be reviewed and discussed.
A TCC Oversight Committee reviews local government projects. The subcommittee was
established to increase transparency. Its primary task is to process local project applications
eligible for federal funds. Allocations are made to smaller projects based on the goals and
objectives of the MPO. Projects that are submitted for funding are not always funded. When
projects are requested by the local governments, they are required to pay the 20% match. The
20% match for the planning funds (PL 104) is shared among all the member municipalities based
on population. CATS/City of Charlotte is responsible for the entire Transit 5303 funding match.
An evaluation of the UPWP is done on an informal basis. The MPO will be using an on-call
consultant firm to establish a more streamlined review process for future updates.
The CDOT provides resources on UPWP line items such as modeling and rail program projects,
and supports MPO activities through collaborative efforts.
A Request for Proposal (RFP) is planned for early 2016, which will examine the MPO’s staffing
and structure, which was a recommendation in the 2012 Certification Review.
The current UPWP also includes line item funding for performance measures. The MPO
indicated they would prefer to await Federal guidance before attempting to develop measures.
The MPO annually self-certifies its planning process as they are developing the UPWP. The
MPO uses a checklist for the self-certification process, which is helpful because it helps the TCC
and MPO understand the responsibility tied to the certification statement. The staff makes an
effort to explain how aspects of the self-certification, Title VI, Americans with Disabilities Act
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(ADA), etc. relate to their planning processes. The checklist is provided to the TCC and the
MPO as well as an explanation of how the MPO meets the regulations.
The annual list of obligated projects is received from NCDOT and generally covers the funds for
all modes. The list is made available to the public by the MPO; however, it is not truly “user
friendly.” It does not include full project descriptions, project limits, etc. It is basic information
that the technical staff understands but the public may not. The list is typically published as
provided.
The FHWA has not experienced any concerns regarding the development of the UPWP. We
commend the MPO for establishing committees to review, develop, and monitor UPWP
activities.
Commendation:
• We commend the MPO for establishing committees to review, develop, and monitor
UPWP activities.

III. Coordination – Regional and Environmental Agencies
Regulation: 450.316(b)(c)(d)(e): The MPO should develop and document consultation
procedures that outline how and when during the development of MTPs and TIPs, the MPO will
consult with agencies and officials responsible for other planning activities within the MPA that
are affected by transportation (including State and local planned growth, economic development,
environmental protection, airport operations, or freight movements) or coordinate its planning
process (to the maximum extent practicable) with such planning activities, as well as, the MPO
should also include Indian Tribal Governments, and Federal Public Lands if applicable.
Current Status
Environmental features of the MTP focus on water quality and air quality. Endangered species
are not addressed or mapped. Environmental issues such as avoidance and mitigation are
considered for projects in the MTP ranked as Tier 2. An email list of environmental agencies is
maintained and these agencies are included on the monthly agenda for the MTP. Plans are
under development to engage agencies via webinar. We recommend the MPO use the
NCDOT s environmental integration protocol for future consultation events. Ms. Barren
agreed to send them the link.
Regional Models of Cooperation is an activity funded in the UPWP. This includes activities
such as the freight study, CRAFT activities, development of CommunityViz software for the
MTP, regional ramp metering study (lead by NCDOT), MTP development, and CTP
development. The Charlotte Regional Alliance for Transportation (CRAFT) group has been
helpful for regional coordination, despite having no legal standing. The MPOs and RPO have
been able to facilitate information and project sharing in the region under the CRAFT umbrella.
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The Lake Norman Transportation Commission is a very active liaison to the MPO.
The MPO coordinates mostly with the FHWA, while the Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS)
primarily coordinates with FTA. The MPO is an active participant in the interagency
transportation conformity process with EPA and NC Division of Air Quality, and in the NC
Merger process reviewing environmental documents.
Recommendation:
• We recommend the MPO use the NCDOT s environmental integration protocol for future
consultation events. Ms. Barren agreed to send them the link.
Response:

FHWA provided the link to the MPO on December 17, 2015.

IV. Urban Area Boundary/Census
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.321(a): The boundaries of a metropolitan planning area (MPA) shall
be determined by agreement between the MPO and the Governor. At a minimum, the MPA
boundaries shall encompass the entire existing urbanized area (as defined by the Bureau of the
Census) plus the contiguous area expected to become urbanized within the 20-year forecast
period for the metropolitan transportation plan.
Current Status
Planning Area/MOU/Planning Agreements
The MPO’s Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) was updated in October 2013 to add the
additional boundary from the 2010 Census Bureau urbanized area. The boundary change
included a portion of Iredell County into Statesville, and Marshville in Union County. A recent
expansion of the CRTPO boundary incorporated all of Iredell County into the MPO, but since
Iredell County was already a member of the MPO, no changes to the MOU were necessary.
Eight new members have been added to the CRTPO Board since the 2012 certification review.
The MPO Board determines the content of its MOU and Bylaws.
When asked when the MPO would complete the local planning area agreements, CRTPO staff
indicated that there are funding issues in question. York County, South Carolina is concerned
that CATS is not providing them enough transit funding. The MPO is considering whether or
not to extend the Direct Recipient status of Rock Hill, South Carolina. The MPO asked for
FHWA and FTA assistance to resolve the matter, and the Federal team agreed. The review
team recommends that all local planning agreements be completed by July 1, 2016.
Completing the agreements can be accomplished without designating specific funding
percentages in the agreement.
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An agenda item was added to the CRAFT meeting scheduled for January 28 to help clarify the
roles and responsibilities in the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) of the CRAFT cooperative
arrangement. Regional communication could be strengthened, and the NCDOT is taking steps to
facilitate this.
An MOA has been established for regional modeling, including local and interlocal agreements.
Cleveland and Iredell counties have been added to the MOA.
Recommendation:
• The review team recommends that all local planning agreements be completed by July 1,
2016.

V. Public Involvement
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.316(a): The MPO shall develop and use a participation plan that
defines a process for providing citizens, affected public agencies, representatives of public
transportation employees, freight shippers, providers of freight transportation services, private
providers of transportation, representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of
users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled,
and other interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan
planning process.
The Public Involvement Plan was adopted in 2005 and updated in 2009 and 2012. Additions in
2012 included expansion of the Title VI and a Limited English Proficiency (LEP) Plan. The
CRPTO does not have a person solely dedicated to public involvement. The MPO staff has had
some public involvement training, but nothing formal. They have used focus groups in
developing the MTP, but have not used a Citizens Advisory Committee (CAC), due to staffing.
It was recommended during the 2012 Certification Review that the MPO address its’
staffing needs. The Federal team recommends that the MPO consider implementing a
citizen’s advisory committee or to using more focus groups to engage more citizens and
obtain better feedback from the public throughout the planning process.
The MPO maintains a robust website, which garners many comments. They strive to keep the
website current and user-friendly. A counter is used to track the number of “hits” to the website
however it is not visible to the public. The MPO ensures that its website is 504 compliant.
Other outreach efforts include piggy-backing on other events because it has proven to be a very
beneficial way to reach a captive audience. Newspaper ads do not lead to a high degree of
participation at public meetings, unless there is a controversial project in the area. Attending
events sponsored by other groups tends to be the best way to get information to a lot of people.
For public outreach, the MPO uses media releases, news print articles, one-on-one sessions with
various groups, targeted stakeholder meetings/workshops, and large e-mail lists including over
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200 individuals and over 200 groups. The MPO uses mapping of the TIP and MTP projects,
charts, images and tables, and their interactive website to graphically depict planning
information.
All meeting agendas and minutes are posted to the MPOs website and presentations from
meetings are embedded in those documents. Public comments are accepted at and during MPO
meetings, from the website, at events, by mail and email, etc. When comments are received,
they are reviewed and discussed by staff at TCC staff meetings, and presented to the decision
makers. Generally, the MPO does not receive many comments on plans and programs. Most
comments are received on specific projects. Responses are provided when required, but many do
not warrant or require a response. Some comments and responses are captured in meeting
minutes when appropriate.
The public involvement process for the TIP is limited based on what is required by NCDOT and
the STI process. Public involvement for the MTP is most important because all STI projects
come directly from the MTP, and because the TIP must be a subset of the MTP. For the 20162025 TIP, a public workshop was held prior to a June 2015, MPO meeting. Over 700 public
comments were received prior to the MPO approving the TIP, but as discussed earlier, because
the projects were already ranked, no project level changes could be made, which caused
confusion with the public. Because of the ever changing STI process, the public involvement
plan is truly a living document because the TIP/STIP development process changes frequently.
Because the timing of the public review and approval process for the 2016-2025 TIP coincided
with the STI project approval process, it caused quite a lot of controversy and confusion for the
public. The MPO speculates that offering two public input processes for the upcoming STI
process, one for regional needs projects and one for division needs projects, will again cause
confusion.
The MPO specifically responded to comments received by the Federal team during the public
meeting and comment period:
Question:
Response:
Question:
Response:
Question:
Response:

Was the public denied the opportunity to speak at an MPO meeting?
The crowd became unruly. Clapping and talking over people, so the chairperson
called in security.
Was a decision made to reduce the time for public comment to 20 minutes?
The time allotted for public input was discussed and added to the MPO bylaws,
but it was addressed as part of the public involvement plan.
What is the 10-day requirement to speak before the Board?
The MPO requires advance notice for: 1) requesting special services (translator,
hearing impaired equipment, interpreter etc.), and 2) to make a formal
presentation before the board, so that the item can be added to the agenda packet
prior to mailing it out to the Board. If a group or individual wishes to speak
during the public comment period, then they have to follow the plan as specified
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in the public involvement plan. Individuals or groups can ask the Board for
additional time or to make a presentation and then it is up to the Board to decide.
Question:
How was the weighted voting determined?
Response:
The MPO members decided during the development of the Board’s Memorandum
of Understanding on how the weighted voting would be determined. The voting
distribution is included in the MPO’s MOU, not their By-laws. Based on Federal
regulations, changes of this nature would require redesignation of the MPO.
Appendix F will provide specific Federal citations for public involvement and MPO
redesignation (voting).
Recommendations:
• The Federal team recommends that the MPO consider implementing a citizen’s advisory
committee or to using more focus groups to engage more citizens and obtain better
feedback from the public throughout the planning process.
• We recommend that the MPO review, seek public comment, and update and make
necessary adjustments to the public involvement plan by October 1, 2016.
• Based on the 2012 Certification Review and this review the Federal team highly
recommends that the MPO evaluate their staffing needs, and consider hiring someone to
manage their pubic outreach efforts.

VI. Title VI/ Environmental Justice (EJ)
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.316(a): The MPO shall develop and use a documented participation
plan that defines a process for providing citizens, affected public agencies, representatives of
private providers of transportation, representatives of users of public transportation,
representatives of users of pedestrian walkways and bicycle transportation facilities,
representatives of the disabled, and other interested parties with reasonable opportunities to be
involved in the metropolitan transportation planning process.
Current Status
The MPO’s demographic profile separately identifies and maps low income, African American,
Hispanic, Asian American, American Indian/Alaskan Native, and Limited English Proficiency
populations based on 2012 American Community Survey census tract data. Foundational to EJ
analyses, the CRTPO has overlaid the region’s planned roadway projects, bike/ped/greenway
projects, and public transportation projects overlaid onto the demographic maps. The CRTPO
is commended for its extensive mapping efforts and offer the following enhancements for
consideration:
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•

The mapping for roadway projects includes timeframe information. We suggest that
timeframe information also be included on the maps for bike/ped/greenway projects and
public transportation projects.

•

While the CRTPO has mapped current and planned projects, we suggest that the MPO
also consider mapping past projects as well. This is to ensure that the MPO is cognizant
of cumulative impacts which help to guard against the potential overburdening of
negative impacts over time.

Using qualitative and quantitative analyses, MPOs must ensure that both the benefits and
burdens of their transportation plans are equitably distributed when comparing EJ populations to
non-EJ populations. Qualitatively, the CRTPO has done a good job of addressing EJ
through its various outreach efforts and engagement strategies as described in its “Public
Involvement Plan: Title VI Expansion” document. The MPO has also done an excellent
job providing general educational information on their website regarding environmental
justice.
Quantitatively, the CRTPO recently started using a methodology referred to as the “Degree of
Impact” analysis which allows the MPO to examine transportation expenditures for comparison
purposes between minority and low income (MLI) populations and non-MLI populations.
Examining expenditures provides one measure of transportation equity; however, we
recommend that the MPO also develop other quantitative analyses and measures to ensure
a more comprehensive assessment of equity. Examples of other types of measures include
accessibility, mobility, congestion, safety, etc. Examples of the types of questions the analyses
should address include:
•

•
•

•
•

Where does congestion exist with respect to EJ populations versus non-EJ populations?
Based on the MTP, who will benefit from improvements in congestion when comparing
EJ populations to non-EJ populations?
Similarly, how do EJ areas and non-EJ areas compare with regard to the best and worst
levels of service?
Where are the safety issues (vehicle crashes, pedestrian injuries/fatalities, bicycle crashes,
etc.) with regard to EJ populations versus non-EJ populations? Does the plan provide for
equitably distributed safety improvements?
Regarding accessibility to jobs, shopping, etc., how do EJ populations compare to non-EJ
populations?
How do commute times compare between EJ populations versus non-EJ populations?

The above questions are just a few examples. The MPO will need to decide on the types of
measures to use and analyses to conduct based on things such as the availability of data and the
measures it feels are most suitable for comparison purposes within the CRTPO region.
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Overall, the CRTPO is progressing well with ensuring that environmental justice and Title VI are
considered in its planning processes.

Commendations:
• The CRTPO is commended for its extensive EJ mapping efforts.
•
•

Qualitatively, the CRTPO has done a good job of addressing EJ through its various
outreach efforts and engagement strategies as described in its “Public Involvement Plan:
Title VI Expansion” document.
The MPO has also done an excellent job providing general educational information on
their website regarding environmental justice.

Recommendations:
• We recommend that the MPO also develop other quantitative analyses and measures to
ensure a more comprehensive assessment of equity. Examples of other types of measures
include accessibility, mobility, congestion, safety, etc.

VII. Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP)/Planning Factors
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.322 and 306: Development of a transportation plan addressing no less
than a 20-year planning horizon. The transportation plan shall include both long-range and
short-range strategies/actions that lead to the development of an integrated multimodal
transportation system to facilitate the safe and efficient movement of people and goods in
addressing current and future transportation demand. The metropolitan transportation planning
process shall be continuous, cooperative, and comprehensive, and provide for consideration and
implementation of projects, strategies, and services that will address the 8 planning factors.
Regulation: 23 CFR 320: TMAs shall develop a CMP to address congestion through a process
that provides for safe and effective integrated management and operation of the multimodal
transportation system, based on a cooperatively developed and implemented metropolitan-wide
strategy of new and existing transportation facilities.
Current Status
Land Use
The MPO makes every effort to develop a transportation plan that is linked to the local land use
plans of its member jurisdictions. As part of the plan update, the MPO does a land use inventory
to identify changes since the previous update. As a result of some land use changes, the MPO
reviews and makes recommendations regarding the potential impacts to the transportation
system.
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The three counties had three different approaches to land use planning and how to allocate socioeconomic data. They will be using CommunityViz software to better align and to be more
transparent to develop the 2045 MTP. CommunityViz will allow multiple land use scenarios to
be evaluated on a regional basis, not just county level. A steering committee has been
established to help develop and guide the process. The beta test of the base year results is almost
ready for the committee to review. The initial development will contain county-level control
totals, but it is possible that in the future they could have regional control totals. The
CommunityViz model will project socio-economic data to 2045 in 5-year increments. The
model’s sensitivity to land use changes and transportation will be measured and documented.
Public outreach for the 2045 MTP update has not started. An advisory committee has been
formed to kick off the Plan’s development. A consultant has been selected to assist the MPO in
developing the 2045 MTP. The CONNECT project (HUD sustainability grant) used
CommunityViz to develop a toolbox to measure growth scenarios. The future growth scenario
from the CONNECT project will be the basis for the 2045 MTP update. Eight or nine tools from
CONNECT will be incorporated into the MTP update. The MPO is commended for looking at
ways to improve upon their planning efforts with the use of CommunityViz and for looking
at this from a regional perspective.
Some land use changes that impact thoroughfares are addressed through the TCC. Zoning
proposals are sometimes reviewed for Charlotte by the MPO, but not for smaller jurisdictions.
Changes to individual jurisdictions’ land use plans are communicated to the MPO through the
TCC membership.
Livability was not truly addressed in the 2040 MTP. This concept will need to be discussed
further with FHWA for the 2045 MTP update. The question remains about how to address the
core elements of livability across a large diverse area.
Climate change was not truly addressed in the 2040 MTP either. The MPO wishes to proceed
with caution on this subject. Since the site visit, Congress passed a new multi-year
transportation bill, Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act (FAST Act). The Bill expands
the focus on the resiliency of the transportation system. It will require that MPOs address
strategies to reduce the vulnerability of existing transportation infrastructure to natural disasters.
They asked what NCDOT is doing to address the subject.
Financial Planning
For the 2040 MTP, the financial planning had to be formatted to coincide with STI.
Comparisons between the STI projections and those in the MTP proved to be relatively
consistent. Transportation bonds from smaller municipalities in the MPO were accounted for in
the MTP, although historically there has not been much in the way of local bonds, with the
exception of the City of Charlotte. Federal and State funding are the two primary sources that
are projected. The MPO noted that STI simplifies financial planning. Public comments on the
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financial plan are rare and tend to focus on projects rather than funding. In the last iteration,
comments were received from the bicycling community requesting additional funding; however,
the project list had been locked in. Discretionary funds (STPDA/CMAQ) are typically used for
bicycle and pedestrian projects. Cost bands are not used. Inflation factors of between 1.5 % and
2.0 % were used for the 2040 Plan. The MPO has its own process for amending the TIP/MTP
and it differs from that of NCDOT. The two processes need to better align to improve
transparency and simplify things. Projections for operating costs and revenues are developed in
cooperation with transit entities and NCDOT. It is recommended that the MPO review the
amendment and modification process requirements of NCDOT and their own and consider
modifications to better align the two processes.
Bicycle/Pedestrian
Bicycle and pedestrian planning is primarily managed by CDOT staff, but it is coordinated with
the other member jurisdictions. MPO staff ensures that the bicycle and pedestrian planning
efforts are integrated into the overall planning process. As a part of NCDOT’s prioritization
process, bicycle and pedestrian projects are now prioritized in the same way as highway projects.
The bicycle and pedestrian planning staff work with the TCC to rank projects. The MPO uses
the City of Charlotte’s records for measuring bicycle and pedestrian travel habits, crash statistics,
and bicycle and pedestrian facility inventories.
A Bicycle/Pedestrian Work Group formed in August 2014, comprised of representatives from
cities, counties, NCDOT, the MPO, greenway interests, and public health interests, is charged
with improving integration of these modes into the MTP. A ranking process was developed in
2012 and reapproved in 2013 for bike/ped projects. A separate public involvement and public
outreach process exists for bicycle and pedestrian interests. The Transportation Enhancement
program has been replaced by the TAP program, which led in part to the re-approval of the
ranking process and the separate public outreach efforts. The MPO is just beginning to
implement its TAP program.
Freight
Freight and intermodal connectivity are considered in the MPO’s project ranking criteria. In the
ranking process, additional points are assigned based on proximity to terminals and intermodal
facilities.
Freight is incorporated into the MTP and covers the entire MPO region. The COG is managing
the development of the Charlotte Regional Freight Plan. Elements and data from the Freight
Plan will be incorporated into the 2045 MTP. The data will be scrutinized for its suitability for
modeling and hopefully used in the travel demand model. The project ranking process for
freight and the overall regional freight plan will be tweaked to account for upcoming
performance measures.
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Freight industries such as the North Carolina Trucking Association are included on the MPO
outreach emailed list. They receive information about upcoming meetings and events, and will
be consulted during the MTP update.

Livability/Climate Change
The City of Charlotte’s Urban Street Design Guidelines predate NCDOT’s Complete Streets
Policy. The City and MPO are both pleased that NCDOT continues to implement its Complete
Streets policy. The CTP also addresses the Complete Streets Policy. The CTP is a long-range
document that extends beyond the life of the MTP. It is not financially constrained and does not
require a transportation conformity analysis or environmental coordination.
Climate change is not addressed specifically in the MTP since there are no Federal or State
requirements or guidance on how to address it in the planning process. The MPO staff believes
all their planning efforts have adequately integrated and considered livability and climate
change. Coordination with environmental agencies will enhance the development of the MTP
update. The MPO’s project ranking process assigns a lower ranking to projects that impact
known environmental features. Mitigation activities listed in the plan have not been used
because most projects in the pipeline have already gone through NEPA or design.
Safety and Security/ITS Planning
The existing MTP addresses safety and security, and establishes goals for safety. The AASHTO
key areas of emphasis for safety as well as the Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP) goals are
addressed in the plan. The MPO also considers safety as a part of the project ranking process in
planning for sidewalks (buffer separation), bicycle lanes, and transit.
Safety is a major element of the CRTPO metropolitan transportation planning process. The
following lists and describes the means by which safety planning is integrated into the planning
process.
MTP Roadway Ranking – The MTP roadway ranking process is divided into two tiers. Tier 1
includes congestion, safety, and access to employment. The safety component comprises 25% of
the overall Tier 1 score. Existing safety problems are analyzed in this process.
CMAQ Project Ranking – Safety is an element of the CMAQ project ranking process. Its goal is
to determine if a project is likely to improve vehicular, pedestrian, or bicycle safety.
Transportation Alternatives Program (TAP) Project Ranking – The safety element of the
CRTPO’s TAP project scoring guide addresses the following four categories; a project may
score points in each category:
•
•

Documented safety challenge
Reduce human exposure
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•
•

Traffic calming
Vehicle traffic

Bicycle and Pedestrian Project Ranking – The CRTPO maintains a separate ranking
methodology for bicycle and pedestrian projects, and safety comprises 25% of the score a project
can attain.
NEPA Project Evaluation – The CRTPO responds to requests from NCDOT’s Project
Development and Environmental Analysis unit to comment on projects in the planning/NEPA
stage of development, and makes a conscientious effort to identify safety-related matters in the
comments that are provided.
The goal of the SHSP is to reduce the number of fatalities and to decrease the economic impact
from highway-related accidents. This goal is incorporated in this 2040 MTP as highlighted in
the following goals and objectives:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Goal #1: Provide, manage, and maintain a safe, efficient, and sustainable
transportation system for all modes, intended to serve all segments of the population;
Goal #1; Objective 4: Encourage design features that minimize crash potential,
severity, and frequency;
Goal #1; Objective 5: Enable all users to choose a convenient and comfortable way to
reach their destination, regardless of location, personal mobility level, age, or
economic status;
Goal #2; Objective 4: Support the operation of safe and efficient scheduled transit
services that minimize travel times and distances;
Goal #3: Encourage design features that minimize crash potential, severity, and
frequency; and
Goal #2; Objective 6: Facilitate bicycle and pedestrian safety through public
awareness programs;
Goal #3; Objective 3: Develop transportation systems and programs that maintain or
improve air quality, water quality, safety, and health outcomes.

The Comprehensive Transportation Plan provides an excellent venue for fully integrating safetyrelated issues of the various modes through its establishment of an inclusive inventory of the
region’s transportation needs. For example, a particular roadway may be classified as “existing”
(no improvements needed) on the Highway map, but there may be a local desire for bicycle
and/or pedestrian improvements to the same roadway. Therefore, the bicycle and pedestrian
CTP map will categorize that same roadway as “needs improvement.” Thus, all stakeholders
will be informed that while the roadway may not require motorized vehicle capacity
improvements, there is still a desire for non-motorized improvements.
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The 2045 MTP Steering Committee has identified outreach to emergency agencies as a topic that
must be better addressed in the updated plan and will consult NCDOT’s protocols for
coordinating with emergency agencies once those protocols are obtained.
The CRTPO does not currently engage in planning for specific emergencies or disasters.
However, during NEPA project evaluation, they identify known issues that could be affected by
emergencies or disasters. For example, the ongoing evaluation of the NC 73 corridor in northern
Mecklenburg County has identified a possible incident at the McGuire Nuclear Facility as a
factor in project planning. The City of Charlotte has a comprehensive continuity of operations
plan in place, and is the lead planning agency for the CRTPO.
ITS projects are included in the MTP and are funded through CMAQ funds. All projects in the
TIP are included in an ITS Architecture Plan. FTA requested that the ITS Architecture Plan be
forwarded to their regional and headquarters offices.
Congestion Management Process (CMP)
The existing CMP covers all of Mecklenburg County, portions of Union and Iredell Counties,
and a very small piece of Gaston County. It is updated every 4-years with the development of
the MTP. A Request for Proposal (RFP) has been issued to update the entire CMP, which will
include portions of Union and Iredell Counties. The update will include all existing data, and
evaluate the existing CMP, ensure adequacy, and review and evaluate projects that have been
implemented from the existing CMP. There have been no issues with advancing projects from
the CMP to the MTP and TIP. New legislation states that MPO may develop CMPs. Since the
MPO has started the update process, they are encouraged to move forward and complete the
CMP update because it will be beneficial as Federal legislation moves to a performance based
approach.
Commendation:
The MPO is commended for looking at ways to improve upon their planning efforts with the use
of CommunityViz and for looking at this from a regional perspective.
Recommendation:
It is recommended that the MPO review the amendment and modification process requirements
of NCDOT and theirs and make modifications to better align the two processes.

VIII. Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.324: The MPO shall cooperatively develop a TIP that is consistent
with the MTP and is financially constrained. The TIP must cover at least a four-year horizon and
be updated at least every four years. Additionally, the TIP must list all projects in sufficient
detail outlined in the regulations, reflect public involvement, and identify the criteria for
prioritizing projects.
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Current Status
The NCDOT STIP development process is driven by State legislation. The STIP is developed
every two years. The MPO TIP is updated concurrently. The MPO’s project ranking
methodology mimics NCDOT’s STI process. A total of 280 projects were ranked for the 2040
MTP. That MTP list of projects is used to develop the draft list of projects for the TIP. The final
ranked list of TIP projects are culled together and placed in the TIP. A subcommittee has been
formed to review the project ranking criteria, however no significant changes are anticipated.
There is coordination with the NCDOT Program Development Unit and the Divisions on TIP
development. In addition to these meetings, there is also constant interaction between staff and
NCDOT behind the scenes.
The TIP development process is generated by NCDOT. The Strategic Prioritization office of
Transportation (SPOT) project selection process is primarily data driven. For the MPO, the MTP
is the underlying basis for prioritizing projects. There has been consistency in the MPO ranking
of projects for previous editions of TIP development. Once the ranking process is complete, the
NCDOT Program Development Branch assigns funding and produces the draft STIP. The
NCDOT then provides the MPO with their draft TIP. The MPO will review and comment on the
draft TIP, if necessary. Because of the SPOT statewide ranking process, the TIP development
process has also been revised and the process is providing a clearer path for MPO participation in
the development of the TIP.
The TCC is heavily involved in the project ranking and selection processes. Their technical
expertise is used so that the MPO knows that it is not the staff making decisions on project
selection. There is a separate process for project selection by mode. The CATS handles transit
project selection, and a bicycle/pedestrian committee handles bicycle/pedestrian project
selection. The CMAQ and STP-DA projects are not part of the STI ranking process, but are
handled totally by the MPO. CRTPO advertises in local newspapers and holds public meetings
to receive comments on the draft TIP. Advertisements appear in both Spanish and African
American newspapers. All of the prioritization information is posted on the MPO website.
Banner ads have also been used on the web. These activities primarily focus on the initial draft
document. Approximately one year after the draft TIP is produced the final TIP is produced, and
the MPO will again seek public comments on the revised or final TIP. This process is somewhat
confusing to the public. The public still assumes that feedback on project selection can occur,
when it really cannot, because the SPOT ranking process has already occurred. That final public
review period is required by Federal legislation and it does not correspond to State Legislation.
The TIP is financially constrained by evaluating NCDOT’s process for financially constraining
the STIP, estimating how much funding the MPO will receive, and ensuring an adequate amount
of funding. There was adequate funding for the projects selected for the latest TIP. The MPO
considers funding beyond that which comes from the State and Federal levels. Cost estimates for
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projects in the MTP are developed by NCDOT and the MPO. The MPO’s cost estimates
consider environmental impacts, right of way, etc. Member jurisdictions review the cost
estimates. Some CMAQ project cost estimates are developed by the locals. Fiscal constraint on
the final TIP is dependent upon information provided by NCDOT. Often the financial data is not
provided soon enough to be shared as a part of the public outreach process. CRTPO staff fiscally
constrains projects for which STPDA funds will be used. Traditionally, CRTPO has not shown
local bond projects in the TIP, because NCDOT does not. Regionally significant projects are
shown regardless of funding source. Other local funded projects may not be shown in the TIP.
The TIP amendment process may be initiated by NCDOT’s Board of Transportation (BOT) or by
the MPO. The MPO is generally pleased with the amendment process. The MPO has a good
working relationship with NCDOT. Communication remains strong. However, despite this, the
MPO maintains that the process does not meet the spirit of the Federal regulations. The MPO
noted that project level changes in a non-attainment area such as CRTPO do not happen
“overnight” and that educating NCDOT staff is very important.

IX. Modeling Process
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.322 (e): The MPO, the State(s), and the public transportation
operator(s) shall validate data utilized in preparing other existing modal plans for providing input
to the transportation plan.
Current Status
Changes are being made to the model. Iredell and Cleveland Counties will be included in the
model update. The Tour based model will be utilized, which is a simplified version of the
Activity based model. The Tour model is being tested with the 2045 MTP update. Transcad will
also likely be used in the 2045 MTP update. The model will incorporate freight data from the
Charlotte Regional Freight Plan.
Model uses will include project level analysis. It will forecast trip movements and trip types
such as through trips versus inbound and outbound trips. The MPO is seeking additional UPWP
funding to expand the model. NCDOT manages analysis for the adjoining MPOs and SCDOT
does so for RFATS. A model team is available for analysis and for modeling assistance, but the
MOA does not require it.
CommunityViz software will be used for the 2045 MTP data collection and allocation of
socioeconomic data. The 2014 county level update is very close to the 2015 projections. The
2015 base year data will be compared to 2015 projections used for the year 2040 in the model.
Growth total data will be revisited, and a consultant is developing an update to the growth totals.
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X. Transportation Conformity Process
Regulation: 23 CFR 450.322(l): In nonattainment and maintenance areas for transportation related pollutants, the MPO, as well as the FHWA and the FTA, must make a conformity
determination on any updated or amended transportation plan in accordance with the Clean Air
Act and the EPA transportation conformity regulations (40 CFR Part 93).
Regulations: 23 CFR 450.324 (a)… In nonattainment and maintenance areas subject to
transportation conformity requirements, the FHWA and the FTA, as well as the MPO, must
make a conformity determination on any updated or amended TIP, in accordance with the Clean
Air Act requirements and the EPA’s transportation conformity regulations (40 CFR Part 93).
Current Status
The CRTPO currently has a conforming 2040 MTP (The USDOT MTP approval date is May 2,
2014) and a Fiscal Year (FY) 2016-2020 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP). The
USDOT transportation conformity determinations were made on both the CRTPO amended 2040
MTP and the FY 2016-2020 TIP on October 1, 2015. The 2045 MTP update will be due on May
2, 2018.
CRTPO is working on their 2045 MTP update. The current socioeconomic data was adopted by
CRTPO on May 2, 2014. The region is currently working on updating their socioeconomic data
using the CommunityViz software. The Metrolina Regional Model (MRM) is being updated to
include the remainder of Iredell and Cleveland Counties. The current MRM Model platform is
TransCAD 5. Currently, versions of TransCAD 6 & 7 are being tested and the plan is to use one
of those versions for the upcoming MTP update. The newer version of TransCAD will make the
end user portion of the work operate more smoothly. All the modeling work associated with the
MTP update and transportation conformity is on schedule. The CRTPO is to be commended
for their work with the transportation conformity process. They are always present and
engaged at the Interagency Consultation (IC) meetings. They offer valuable input to help solve
problems, ask questions to avoid potential roadblocks, and work well with fellow
MPO/RPO/agency partners to get the conformity tasks completed in a timely fashion. CRTPO
needs to continue working to meeting their task deadlines associated with the 2045 MTP
update and associated transportation conformity process work.
The Metrolina Area (Charlotte-Gaston-Rock-Hill) was designated from non-attainment to
maintenance for the 2008 8-Hour Ozone Standard effective on August 27, 2015. This region has
MPO based motor vehicle emissions budgets (MVEBs). In the past the MVEBs were county
based.
On October 1, 2015, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) revised the National Ambient
Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for ground level ozone to 70 parts per billion (ppb) from 75 ppb.
The NC Division of Air Quality (DAQ) will provide the NC designation recommendations to
EPA by October 2016 and EPA will provide final designations by October 2017. Current air
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quality monitoring conducted by NCDAQ shows the entire state of NC attaining the new ozone
standard, but nothing is certain until NCDAQ provides their designation recommendations to
EPA and they are finalized. If transportation conformity applies to the Metrolina Area, it will be
due one year after the effective date of EPA’s final designations sometime around October 2018.
There are no other NAAQS pollutants currently applicable to the Metrolina Area.
The IC process has improved and is working well for the Metrolina Area. The regional
coordination has been excellent and all MPOs and RPOs in the region have met their
transportation conformity deadlines. FHWA helps to coordinate and facilitate the IC meetings
and CDOT has offered resources to do some of the heavy lifting like overseeing the development
of the conformity determination reports. To date this approach has worked well for this region.
Commendation:
• The CRTPO is to be commended for their work with the transportation conformity
process. They are always present and engaged at the interagency consultation meetings.
Recommendation:
• CRTPO needs to continue working to meet their task deadlines associated with the 2045
MTP update and associated transportation conformity process work.

XI.

Transit Planning

Regulation: 49 USC 5303: It is in the interest of the United States, including its economic
interest, to foster the development and revitalization of public transportation systems, in
acquiring, constructing, supervising, or inspecting equipment or a facility for use in public
transportation, and to encourage and promote the safe and efficient management, operation, and
development of surface transportation systems that will serve the mobility needs of people and
freight and foster economic growth and development within and between States and urbanized
areas, while minimizing transportation-related fuel consumption and air pollution through
metropolitan and statewide transportation planning processes.
Current Status
The Charlotte Area Transit System (CATS) is the largest transit system in North and South
Carolina and serves millions of riders each fiscal year. Service is provided via bus, vanpool,
special ADA equipped buses, and rail transportation. CATS’ primary service area covers 527
square miles in Mecklenburg County and serves a primary population of approximately
1,098,710 in the City of Charlotte and the Towns of Cornelius, Davidson, Huntersville,
Matthews, Mint Hill and Pineville. Regional service is provided to counties surrounding
Mecklenburg, i.e., Cabarrus, Gaston, and Union Counties in North Carolina, and Rock Hill,
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Union County, South Carolina. CATS currently operates 316 buses with 56 local bus routes and
19 express routes, which are a combination of County express and regional express routes.
The planners within the MPO interface with transit operator planners through the Technical
Coordinating Committee (TCC) process and in weekly transportation staff meetings. CATS staff
states transit planning goals and objectives are inherent in the MTP (Metropolitan Transportation
Plan) and the MPO goals and objectives as noted in the MPO adopted 2040 MTP.
The Metropolitan Transit Commission (MTC) is the policy board for the Charlotte Area Transit
System and has responsibility for reviewing and recommending all long-range public
transportation plans. The Board reviews the transit system's operating and capital programs, and
makes recommendations to the affected governments for their approval and funding of those
programs. The MTC is a public body, and in addition to holding monthly public meetings and
coordinating with the state and MPO, it conducts public involvement programs designed to gain
community input on transit planning. The Board is provided public input and guidance by two
citizens committees; the Citizens Transit Advisory Group and the Transit Service Advisory
Committee. Together these public bodies help shape the direction of public transit in the region.
The MTC is composed of voting members from the cities and towns located in Mecklenburg
County and non-voting members from the surrounding counties to ensure regional
involvement. The voting members include the Mayors of Charlotte, Cornelius, Davidson,
Huntersville, Matthews, Mint Hill and Pineville, the Chairman of the Board of Mecklenburg
County Commissioners, and the regional representative from the North Carolina Board of
Transportation. The MTC also includes five non-voting members representing local
governments outside Mecklenburg County to ensure regional involvement including from the
South Carolina Department of Transportation. The MTC is staffed by the City of Charlotte
Public Transit Department. The transit operator also has a Transit Development Plan (TDP)
where elements of the plan are incorporated into the financially constrained Metropolitan
Transportation Plan (MTP) and are eligible for inclusion in the TIP/STIP. The MPO does assist
CATS in the development of the TDP.
In November 2007, CATS opened the first light rail line in the Carolinas, which is a 9.6-mile
(15.5-km) line known as the LYNX Blue Line. It runs between Uptown Charlotte and I-485 just
north of Pineville, using a railroad right-of-way paralleling South Boulevard in its entirety. The
LYNX Blue Line has 15 stations, currently operates twenty (20) light rail vehicles, and has
exceeded the Year 20 daily ridership projections by 65% since opening.
CATS is currently constructing two rail projects: 1) the LYNX Blue Line Extension (BLE)
project, which is a 9.3 mile light rail extension of the existing service and will be operational in
spring 2017; 2) Phase 1 of the CityLYNX Gold Line project - a 1.5 mile streetcar line scheduled
for completion in spring 2015 and will connect Charlotte’s medical district with center city
Charlotte, the LYNX Blue line, and CATS main bus transfer center.
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In addition to managing and continually improving day-to-day operations of the transit services,
CATS continues to move forward with implementation of its 2030 Transit Corridor System Plan
(2030 Plan) which was approved by its policy board, the Metropolitan Transit Commission
(MTC) in November 2006. The 2030 Plan includes design and construction of rapid / mass
transit along five major corridors integrated with Transit-Oriented-Development in Mecklenburg
County and expanded bus services between the rapid transit corridors.

Major issues, struggles
Major issues for CATS are funding, aging populations, and changing markets. The MPO does
continue to assist CATS with any issues regarding transit on a day to day basis.
Transit Representation on the MPO Board and Voting Membership
Along with having an MTC voting member on the MPO policy board, CATS also has
membership on the steering and advisory committees, the UPWP Staff Work Team, and UPWP
Review Subcommittee, and they are a member of the TCC.
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Appendix A: Team Members/Participants
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Appendix B: Certification Review Agenda
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Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization
Charlotte Mecklenburg Government Center
600 East 4th Street
Certification Review
Dec. 15 & 16 2015
Agenda

Day 1 – Tuesday, December 15, 2015

Time

Topic

Discussion Lead

9 am

Purpose and

Loretta/Tajsha

9:15 am

Planning Area, MOU,

Loretta/Tajsha

AQ/Modelling

Eddie/Dianna

11am

UPWP

Loretta/Tajsha

11:30 am

Lunch

1:00 pm

Environmental Justice

Lynise

2:00 pm

Public involvement

Loretta/Tajsha

3:00 pm

Break

3:15 pm

Map-21 –Performance

3:45 pm

MPO comments

10 am

Introductions

planning agreements

Measures

Loretta/Tajsha

Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization
Charlotte Mecklenburg Government Center
600 East 4th Street
Certification Review
December 15 & 16 2015
Agenda

Day 2 – Wednesday 16, 2015

Time
8: 30 am – 10 am

Topic

Discussion Lead

Metropolitan

Loretta/Tajsha

Financial Planning,

Loretta/Tajsha

Transportation Plan Environmental, Freight,

Bike/Ped, Consultation &
10:00 am

Coordination
Break

10:15 am

Congestion Management

Loretta/Tajsha

11:15 am

Safety & Security

Loretta/Tajsha

11:45 am

Lunch

1:00 pm

Transit

Tajsha

2 pm

CMP

Loretta/Tajsha

2:30 pm

Transportation

Loretta/Tajsha

3 pm

Federal Team meeting

3:30 pm

Improvement Program

Report Out

Loretta/Tajsha
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Appendix C: Public Meeting Notice
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Public comments are strongly encouraged for a review of planning activities and
procedures of the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO).
Every four years, the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) conducts a certification review
to determine whether CRTPO follows a continuing, cooperative, and comprehensive
transportation planning process.
A public comment period will begin on Fri., Nov. 13th and conclude on Tue., Dec. 15th.
Anyone wishing to provide written comments should send them to:
Loretta Barren of the FHWA at: loretta.barren@dot.gov
A public meeting regarding the certification review is scheduled for:
Tuesday, Dec. 15th 6 – 8 p.m. Room 278
Charlotte – Mecklenburg Government Center
600 East Fourth St. Charlotte, NC 28202

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Visit: http://www.crtpo.org - or - Call: (704) 336 - 2205
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Appendix D: Public Attendees, Comments and Response to comments
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A form letter was received via e-mail from over 500 citizens and approximately 40 citizens
attended the public meeting. A copy of the form letter and the response is attached. Other letters
were received stating very similar comments as in the form letter. Many letters were received
simply asking that we stop the I-77 toll lane project.
Comments in the letter were discussed during the review and by the Federal team. Our
recommendations regarding public involvement can be found in Section V. of the report. The
review team made no recommendations regarding the I-77 toll project, since it was not the
subject of the review.
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Dear Ms. BarrenThe CRTPO is in need of reform. During the past several years they have minimized or ignored
public input. With a very lop-sided voting structure, one city benefits greatly while the needs of
the other towns and the region are ignored.
For example:
During the July 2015 public comment period, CRTPO received over 700 individual comments
opposing the P3.0 TIP. CRTPO approved the TIP citing, among other reasons, the fact that the
TIP had to be approved quickly or they risked losing federal allocation in October. Therefore,
the public comment period was moot.
While developing the P4.0 project list, CRTPO received over 250 public comments urging
adoption. At their September 16, 2015 meeting, CRTPO took the extremely unusual step of
postponing approval. In direct opposition to public comments, CRTPO subsequently removed a
project from the list and approved the list at their next meeting.
On May 23, 2013 CRTPO (then MUMPO) Chairwoman Sarah MacAulay unilaterally denied all
citizens the opportunity to comment during the public comment period. Eighteen had signed up
to speak on the controversial I-77 private toll project.
At their December 12, 2013, CRTPO meeting the TCC staff recommended against including a
public comment period for TCC meetings. CRTPO accepted this recommendation. A public
comment period for TCC meetings does not exist.
The public comment period policy for MUMPO meetings used to be three minutes per person
and ten minutes per group. CRTPO revised this to limit the public comment period to twenty
minutes total, regardless of the number of speakers or groups.
Groups wishing to make a formal presentation must notify CRTPO ten days in advance.
Mr. Ned Curran serves as an alternate delegate for NCDOT Divisions 10 & 12. Curran is also
Chairman of the NCDOT Board and CEO of Bissel, a major land developer and property manager
in South Charlotte. On August 19, 2015, Curran voted for the P3.0 TIP as the Division 12
delegate. I believe it is a conflict of interest for a major land developer to decide road and
transportation improvement projects.
Ms. Sarah McAulay serves as Chair of CRTPO. On August 19, 2015, McAulay introduced a
motion to approve the P3.0 TIP which includes seven Huntersville projects. McAulay owns or
co-owns three properties with direct frontage to at least one or more of the projects and six
properties in close proximity to one or more projects. I believe it is a conflict of interest for a
CRTPO member to decide road improvement projects from which they may directly benefit.
These comprise serious flaws in the CRTPO’s planning process, have seriously eroded public
trust and fail to serve the public interest. Per 23 U.S.C. (i)(5) and 49 U.S.C. 1607 I am therefore
requesting you reject CRTPO’s certification until substantial reforms are completed.
Sincerely,
Jenni Owensby
Resident of Cornelius, NC
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To:

Concerned Citizens of the Charlotte Regional Transportation Planning Area

Subject:
Regarding Public Comments received during the Charlotte Regional
Transportation Planning Organization (CRTPO) Certification Review public comment period.
Thank you for your comments. I offer the following responses:
First, I hope that it was understood that, the public comment period and public meeting were
arranged to address comments specific to the Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (MPO)
planning process. Those comments specifically made regarding the I-77 managed lane project
will not be addressed as a part of the certification review. The Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) is not involved in project selection. The role of the FHWA is to provide assistance to
the State’s transportation program. Decisions made regarding project selection are made in
cooperation and/or coordination between the MPO, the transit agency, and the NCDOT.
Comments Received:
•

•

•

During the July 2015 public comment period, CRTPO received over 700 individual
comments opposing the P3.0 TIP. CRTPO approved the TIP citing, among other
reasons, the fact that the TIP had to be approved quickly or they risked losing federal
allocation in October. Therefore, the public comment period was moot.
While developing the P4.0 project list, CRTPO received over 250 public comments
urging adoption. At their September 16, 2015 meeting, CRTPO took the extremely
unusual step of postponing approval. In direct opposition to public comments, CRTPO
subsequently removed a project from the list and approved the list at their next meeting
o I found that comments received during the public comment period for the
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and P4.0 process were received, and
documented. Duplicate comments were summarized, and all were provided to
MPO board for their consideration when taking action. Federal regulations
require that comments received be shared with the MPO board to aide in their
decision making.
At the December 12, 2013, CRTPO meeting, TCC staff
recommended against including a public comment period for TCC meetings. CRTPO
accepted this recommendation. A public comment period for TCC meetings does not
exist.
o The Technical Coordinating Committee (TCC) is an established committee of the
MPO. The TCC is made up of the technical staff of the MPO member agencies
and their role is to provide a technical recommendation on matters before the
MPO. The TCCs role is to do this without public or political influence. The role
of the MPO is to consider public opinion as they make decisions. For these
reasons the MPO believes it is appropriate for the TCC to continue to operate
without public influence.
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•

The public comment period policy for MUMPO/CRTPO meetings used to be three
minutes per person and ten minutes per group. CRTPO revised this to limit the public
comment period to twenty minutes total, regardless of the number of speakers or
groups.
o This item was addressed during the review site visit. Changes to public
outreach/involvement must be addressed by seeking public input prior to
making final decisions. The Certification Review report recommends that the
MPO update their public involvement plan based on the requirements outlined
in 23 CFR 450.316.

•

Groups wishing to make a formal presentation must notify CRTPO ten days in
advance.
o This item was addressed during the review site visit. It is noted in the report
that, the MPOs policy on this matter is, if an individual or group wishes to be
on the MPOs formal agenda then, 10-day advance notice is required, so that
the agenda can be developed, posted and forwarded to MPO members in
advance of the meeting. This is an acceptable practice that will be clarified or
more clearly stated in the update to the public involvement plan.

•

Mr. Ned Curran serves as an alternate delegate for NCDOT Divisions 10 & 12. Curran
is also Chairman of the NCDOT Board and CEO of Bissel, a major land developer
and property manager in South Charlotte. On August 19, 2015, Curran voted for the
P3.0 TIP as the Division 12 delegate. I believe it is a conflict of interest for a major
land developer to decide road and transportation improvement projects.
o Federal regulation 23 CFR 450.306 mandates that a continuing, cooperative and
comprehensive transportation planning process be carried out by the
Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPO) including representative of the
transit agency and the state Department of transportation. Federal regulation 23
CFR 450.310(d) further requires that, a Transportation Management Area (TMA)
consist of local elected officials, officials/operators of major modes of
transportation within the metropolitan planning area and appropriate State
officials. Having a representative of the State Board of Transportation on the
MPO is acceptable.

•

With a very lop-sided voting structure, one city benefits greatly while the needs of the
other towns and the region are ignored.
o The current voting structure of the CRTPO was determined by the MPO board
itself when they expanded to include Iredell County as a result of the 2010
Census. There is no Federal legislation that addresses voting structure of the
MPO. The MPO Board is the only agency that can make changes to its voting
structure.
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•

Ms. Sarah McAulay serves as Chair of CRTPO. On August 19, 2015, McAulay
introduced a motion to approve the P3.0 TIP which includes seven Huntersville
projects. McAulay owns or co-owns three properties with direct frontage to at least
one or more of the projects and six properties in close proximity to one or more
projects. I believe it is a conflict of interest for a CRTPO member to decide road
improvement projects from which they may directly benefit.
o If you believe that Ms. McAulay or any other member of the MPO is or was in
violation of State required ethics laws you should contact the NCDOT and/or the
State Board of Ethics.

The comments that centered-around CRTPO’s public involvement process were discussed and
considered during the review. We do not find that the public involvement process is in violation
of any Federal regulation. However, we do find that the process could be better defined and
documented. We are recommending that the CRTPO update its public involvement plan as per
the Federal regulation by October 1, 2016.
Thank you all for your participation in the process. If you have further questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank You
Loretta W Barren
Loretta.barren@dot.gov
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Appendix E: Federal Citations
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23 CFR 450.316 Interested Parties Participation and Consultation
(a) The MPO shall develop and use a documented participation plan that defines a process for
providing citizens, affected public agencies, representatives of public transportation employees,
freight shippers, providers of freight transportation services, private providers of transportation,
representatives of users of public transportation, representatives of users of pedestrian walkways
and bicycle transportation facilities, representatives of the disabled, and other interested parties
with reasonable opportunities to be involved in the metropolitan transportation planning
process.(1) The participation plan shall be developed by the MPO in consultation with all
interested parties and shall, at a minimum, describe explicit procedures, strategies, and desired
outcomes for: (i) Providing adequate public notice of public participation activities and time for
public review and comment at key decision points, including but not limited to a reasonable
opportunity to comment on the proposed metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP; (ii)
Providing timely notice and reasonable access to information about transportation issues and
processes; (iii) Employing visualization techniques to describe metropolitan transportation
plans and TIPs;(iv) Making public information (technical information and meeting notices)
available in electronically accessible formats and means, such as the World Wide Web; (v)
Holding any public meetings at convenient and accessible locations and times; (vi)
Demonstrating explicit consideration and response to public input received during the
development of the metropolitan transportation plan and the TIP; (vii) Seeking out and
considering the needs of those traditionally underserved by existing transportation systems, such
as low-income and minority households, who may face challenges accessing employment and
other services; (viii) Providing an additional opportunity for public comment, if the final
metropolitan transportation plan or TIP differs significantly from the version that was made
available for public comment by the MPO and raises new material issues which interested parties
could not reasonably have foreseen from the public involvement efforts; (ix) Coordinating with
the statewide transportation planning public involvement and consultation processes under
subpart B of this part; and (x) Periodically reviewing the effectiveness of the procedures and
strategies contained in the participation plan to ensure a full and open participation process.
(2) When significant written and oral comments are received on the draft metropolitan
transportation plan and TIP (including the financial plans) as a result of the participation process
in this section or the interagency consultation process required under the EPA transportation
conformity regulations (40 CFR part 93), a summary, analysis, and report on the disposition of
comments shall be made as part of the final metropolitan transportation plan and TIP.
(3) A minimum public comment period of 45 calendar days shall be provided before the initial or
revised participation plan is adopted by the MPO. Copies of the approved participation plan shall
be provided to the FHWA and the FTA for informational purposes and shall be posted on the
World Wide Web, to the maximum extent practicable.

23 CFR 450.310 Metropolitan Planning Organization and Redesignaiton
23 CFR 450.310(h) An existing MPO may be redesignated only by agreement between
the Governor and units of general purpose local government that together represent at
least 75 percent of the existing metropolitan planning area population (including the
largest incorporated city, based on population, as named by the Bureau of the Census).
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23 CFR 450.310(k) Redesignation of an MPO (in accordance with the provisions of this
section) is required whenever the existing MPO proposes to make: (1) A substantial
change in the proportion of voting members on the existing MPO representing the largest
incorporated city, other units of general purpose local government served by the MPO,
and the State(s); or (2) A substantial change in the decision-making authority or
responsibility of the MPO, or in decision-making procedures established under MPO bylaws.
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